Replacement Parts for Virtually All Dust Collectors
Highest Quality
Filter Bags

Sly Inc. now offers virtually all types of replacement dust collector bags, including any size or style. This newly-enlarged line encompasses all major fabrics, such as Nomex®, polyester, polypropylene, Ryton®, P-84, cotton, PTFE membrane and Teflon®. The bags are for both Sly-branded equipment and nearly any other dust collector manufacturer.

Most common bags are shipped within one to two weeks of ordering.

- Aerodyne
- Aeropulse
- Aget
- Air Purification Methods
- Amerex
- American Air Filter
- Barber Green
- Buffalo Forge
- Buhler-Miag
- Carter Day
- CE Air Preheater
- CP Environmental
- Carborundum
- DCE Vokes
- Dustex
- Envirotech Corp.
- Flex-Kleen
- Fuller Co.
- General Resource Corp.
- Griffin Environmental
- Johnson-March Corp.
- Mac Equipment
- MikroPul
- Norblo
- Ormson Co.
- Pangborn
- Pneumafil
- Rees Inc.
- Research-Cottrell
- Rumelin
- Semco
- Seneca Environmental
- Sly Inc.
- Sprout Walgreen
- Standard Havens
- Torit
- Ultra
- Wheelabrator
- W.C. Wiedenmann
- Young Industries
- And many others

Cartridges

Sly Inc. now offers replacement cartridges of nearly all designs of every major manufacturer of cartridge-style dust collectors. Most common designs can be shipped within two days of receiving an order.

This newly-expanded line includes all major media: cellulose, spun-bonded (both normal and aluminized), cellulose/polyester blends, cellulose flame retardant, cellulose/polyester flame retardant, carbon impregnated, spun-bonded hydrophobic or oleophobic, or PTFE surface treatment.

Custom cartridges can be fabricated if a sample or specifications are provided.

- Aerology
- Air Flow Systems
- AAF
- Diversi-Tech
- Donaldson
- Dustex
- Farr
- Flex-Kleen
- Mac
- Metal Fab
- MikroPul
- Nordson
- Pneumafil
- Torit
- United Air Systems
- Wheelabrator
- (and many others)
Envelope Bags

Rectangular bags pack more filter cloth per cubic foot into the smallest space. Sly offers the broadest line of envelope-type bags anywhere.

For a Quote Request Form, call, fax or visit our website. Tel: (800) 334-2957 Fax: (440) 891-3210 Web: www.slyinc.com E-mail: parts@slyinc.com

Pleated Bags

Pleated filter bags offer an alternative to optimize collector efficiency without requiring a larger collector case. Each pleated bag contains 300% to 500% as much media as a conventional bag. Additionally, pleated bags are easier to clean than conventional felts because they are surface loaded, meaning the dust doesn’t penetrate the media’s surface. This feature also produces a lower pressure drop, making them more economical to operate.

Sly pleated bags are exceptionally easy to replace. They have a snap band collar which is compression-fit by hand to the collector’s tube sheet. Unlike other similar bags, some styles do not require a tool to pry out when being replaced.

Free Guidebook
Call or write for your 10-point “Checklist for a Better Baghouse” (A $19.95 value). Detailed tips on keeping your equipment in top condition.
Before You Choose a Direction for a New Collector, Ask SLY for an Unbiased Second Opinion

Most dust collector makers have a favorite collection technology: the one that they sell!

SLY offers most major industrial dust collection technologies and designs:
• bag & cartridge
• high inlet & hopper inlet
• round housing & square housing
• wet & dry

Without playing favorites, we will recommend the best technology for your application.

Visit our web site or give us a call. We’ll objectively help you choose the right direction.
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